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Overview
The theme for this interdisciplinary unit is “Power Over vs. Power Within.” Our
essential question is “How does having power over vs. power within affect our lives, the lives of
others, our community and our world? Also, how does having power promote change? This
theme is versatile in that it not only allows students to make connections between their own
personal experiences, a variety of core subjects and unified arts, but also allows for learning
across the curriculum.
We will be exploring “Power Over vs. Power Within” in a seventh grade classroom. This
unit will last for five weeks consisting of an engaging activity, group projects and a culminating
activity. Throughout this unit many ideas of power will be explored. For example, power in
beauty, power in cliques, power in the environment and power in dominance and war. Students
will use their analytical and critical thinking skills to make decisions and choices. Students will
practice their oral and presentation skill. Also, students will study many different points of view
on power and take responsibility for using power in their own lives.
English
In the English portion of this unit students will be exploring “Power Over vs. Power
Within” through poetry, novels, journal writing and writing for a purpose. The novel that will be
explored is Star Girl by Jerry Spinelli. This novel is about a girl who is an outcast because she
acts and dresses differently than others. But throughout the story, the students come to realize
how great she is as a person despite her quirky personality and non-conforming attire. By the
end of the book she becomes the schools idol and teaches her peers how to be themselves and be
happy. When reading this book, the theme of power in cliques, power in nonconformity and
conformity and power within an individual will be looked at.
The class will also be exploring poetry throughout this unit by reading Living Voices:
Multicultural Poetry in the Middle School Classroom by Jaime R. Wood, Opening a Door:
Reading Poetry in the Middle School by Paul B. Janeczko, and Awakening the Heart: Exploring
Poetry in Elementary and Middle School by Georgia Heard. Throughout this unit there will be
small group work such as literature circles, writing activities and a final group project that will
allow students to pick something that is important to them in their lives and promote change.
This will include writing a persuasive essay, using cooperative learning to develop a presentation
and themes and ideas that were covered in this unit.
History
There are many reasons why the societies of Ancient Egypt and Greece are so interesting.
In our case, the governments, judicial systems, and social structures found within these societies
are of particular interest because of the unique connections they have to our current society here
in present time United States. Furthermore, these connections center around each society’s
struggle to find a balance between “power over vs. power within”, which is our theme for this
ITU. Just as we do in here in the United States, Ancient Egypt and Ancient Greece, used their
governments, judicial systems and social structures to give their citizens the amount of power
that was deemed fit. Like the United States, Ancient Egypt and Greece believed they had
successfully given their citizens the proper amount of power and in turn created the most ideal
living situation. The accomplishments of each society make an argument to these claims.
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After investigating these societies and accomplishments students will have the
information necessary to calculate their opinions on each society. However, the essence of this
History unit is revealed when students begin to experience, first hand, what living in both of
these societies would have been like. Students will use different degrees of Democracy to guide
various class activities. Through these activities, students will expose the differences between
life in Ancient Egypt, Greece and present time United States. Students will debunk the common
perception that the United Stated based their Democracy off of the Greeks, as they reveal the
distinct connections between Ancient Egypt and the United States. This breakthrough will
challenge students on how they interpret Democracy and specifically, it will challenge students
to question what type of Democracy we have in the United States. Students will learn that the
Democracy of the United States is not exactly the same as the Democracy in Greece. Greece
created a Direct Democracy and the United States have a Representative Democracy.
Students will evaluate “the power of the individual” versus “the power of the group”
within these two types of Democracies. Furthermore, students will experience using both types
of Democracies in order to run certain activities within the class. These activities will make the
abstract terms of Direct and Representative Democracies more tangible for students. With this
knowledge, students will be able to evaluate the power of the individual versus the power of the
group (power within vs. power over) in the societies of Ancient Egypt and Greece and in present
time United States.
Science
In the science portion of this unit, students will examine “Power Over vs. Power With”
through the study of ecology. Students will investigate the different roles within an ecosystem by
participating in their own ecological survey. Then through the study of food webs and the
activity “Oh Deer,” students will observe the importance and interdependence of each
component within an ecosystem. By creating their own eco-columns, students will then explore
the intricate balance of relationships within the environment. Students will then examine the role
that they play within their own ecosystem and the impact that their behaviors can have on that
environment. Through a trip to the town dump and a litter clean-up project students will discover
how working together can create positive change.
Math
The seventh grade students will be continuing their exploration of the theme “Power
Over vs. Power Within” through their discovery of Pi, their work with Fibonacci sequence and
the Golden Ratio (Phi), and their understanding of the manipulation of statistics. Students will
be able to calculate area and circumference of circles, work with Geometer’s Sketchpad, and
work with statistics of garbage production based on individuals, families, and different types of
communities. The theme will be explored through understanding how beauty can be translated
into “power over” and how knowing how to manipulate statistics and data can be allow someone
to have “power over.”
Art
In the art portion of this unit various art pieces will be explored that promote the theme
“Power Over vs. Power Within.” The pieces will be looked at from many points of view and
whole class and small group discussions will take place. One of the pieces that will be explored
is “The Problem We All Live With” by Norman Rockwell. This painting is about Little Rock
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Nine, when schools in Arkansas were ending segregation. In this particular piece the idea of
“Power Over vs. Power Within” is prominent in one power being destroyed by a smaller power
coming together to preserve human rights. At the end of this unit students will be able to engage
in their own art by depicting a power struggle either in their own lives, their community or the
world. This piece can be depicted in any type of medium along with an “artist’s statement”
talking about the power struggle conveyed.
Music
During the next four weeks the music curriculum will align itself with the seventh grade
ITU. The theme of “power over vs. power within” is a strong mechanism for learning about
different styles of music. With the exception of solo musicians, most types of music require a
harmony between the instruments involved. All instruments are capable of producing a pleasant
sound, but there is something special when multiple instruments work together in order to
produce an array of sounds that can be presented as one. To illustrate this, we will spend time
studying and listening to music produced by big bands, orchestras and marching bands.
Listening to the sounds of the individual instruments that make up these ensembles alone is a
very different experience than listening to the sound they produce together. The music of a
marching band, orchestra or big band is truly an example of power within.
To provide students with another chance to engage with this theme while studying music,
we will also be spending time studying music that is more familiar to students. Throughout the
history of popular music, musical groups have formed and dismembered. The Wailers and the
Beatles only name a few from the past. Today’s middle school students have many examples of
this in current pop music: NSYNC, Destiny’s Child, Wu Tang Clan, No Doubt and the Black
Eyed Peas only name a few bands that have had success and eventually decided to “break up”.
In some of these cases one individual stood out from the group and began a solo career after the
group separated; Justin Timberlake, Beyonce, Gwen Stefani, Fergie and RZA are from the
previous list of groups. Studying the different type of music that was produced while the group
was together compared to when it was one solo artist is another example of “power over vs.
power within”.
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December 2, 2007

Dear Seventh Grade Parents and Guardians,

Your seventh grade student will be starting a new interdisciplinary unit with the theme
“Power over vs. Power with.” This interdisciplinary unit will tie together the core subjects of
math, science, language arts, and social studies as well as the unified art sections of art and
music. The theme will show your student how having power with something (e.g. working as a
democracy) or power over something (working as a dictatorship) can change the outcome of a
situation or even the situation is viewed.
We will begin our unit at the State House and end our unit at the Town Hall to look at our
democratic system and how an individual can use his or her power to make a difference in the
larger community. We will be going on ____________ and _____________ and welcome any
parents/guardians to help with chaperoning our group to and from the school and the State
House. Parents and guardians are also welcome to volunteer in the classroom during the final
week of the unit to help with research and preparation for the students’ presentation. If you have
any expertise in these areas that can help us throughout this unit, please feel free to get in touch
with us and let us know your thoughts. Please let us know if you are interested in joining us by
____________. You can reach us by phone, __________, or by e-mail, _____________.

Sincerely,

The Kingfisher Team
Ashley Johnson
Jacob Kaplan
Amy Maynes
Rachel Segal
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Engaging Activity
Field Trip: The Power to Change
Location: State House, Boston Massachusetts
Objective:
Students will learn the process of change and how an individual or group of people have the
power to change.
Learning Goals:






Activate prior knowledge on power struggles and power elements that the students took
part in. For example, protests, strikes, etc.
Provide students with the history of the State House.
Give students a general idea about the states process for promoting change.
Engage students in a live presentation of a possible change that could be turned into a bill
or better yet a law.
Give students a foreshadowing of what they will be doing for their culminating activity.

The engaging activity will be a field trip to the State House located in Boston
Massachusetts. When the students arrive they will have an in depth tour of the state house,
gather information from the tour guide and be able to participate in a question and answer
session.
Secondly, the students will be able to sit in on a live presentation that is being presented
to a state Representative or Senator. This presentation is presented by a citizen of Massachusetts
that would like to see a change in their own life, in their community or the world. This change
can then be turned into a bill and if passed by the general court become a law.
While on this field trip, students will be able to engage in a first hand account of “Right
of Free Petition.” This will set the stage for what they will be learning throughout this unit, what
they will be doing for their culminating activity, and what it will be like when they present their
own argument to government officials.
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The “Change” Project
Objective: Through the personal connections to the issues students wish to change, the students
will see how change is plausible and can be brought about when people work together to
accomplish a task.
Summary:
After the engaging activity and follow-up questions, students will be asked to brainstorm
about something in their lives that they would like to try and change. This could be a concern
students may have regarding the school (e.g. the cafeteria food), the community (e.g. a new skate
park), or beyond (e.g. the legal age to drive). Students will develop a formal, fact-based
presentation where they will explain and argue both sides of their chosen issue. Groups will
present these arguments during a team-wide assembly held on the Monday of the last week of the
unit.
Students may work alone or in groups of no more than four. Each group will be given a
faculty advisor to consult with. All projects must be pre-approved by the faculty advisor. A
variety of resources will be available to the students including library time and internet access.
Students will be given time to work on their projects during homeroom, unified arts, and
advisor/advisee periods but will be expected to do work outside the classroom as well. Students
will have a total of four weeks to complete their presentations.
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Mathematics
Overview:
The seventh grade students will be continuing their exploration of the theme “Power Over vs.
Power Within” through their discovery of Pi, their work with Fibonacci sequence and the Golden
Ratio (Phi), and their understanding of the manipulation of statistics. Students will be able to
calculate area and circumference of circles, work with Geometer’s Sketchpad, and work with
statistics of garbage production based on individuals, families, and different types of
communities. The theme will be explored through understanding how beauty can be translated
into “power over” and how knowing how to manipulate statistics and data can be allow someone
to have “power over.”
Massachusetts Mathematics Curriculum Frameworks (November 2000):
Number Sense and Operations (p. 62)
 8.N.1 Compare, order, estimate, and translate among integers, fractions and mixed
numbers (i.e. rational numbers), decimals, and percents.
 8.N.2 Define, compare, order and apply frequently used irrational numbers, such as √2
and π.
 8.N.3 Use ratios and proportions in the solution of problems, in particular, problems
involving unit rates, scale factors, and rate of change.
 8.N.10 Estimate and compute with fractions (including simplification of fractions),
integers, decimals, and percents (including those greater than 100 and less than 1).
Patterns, Relations, and Algebra (p. 63)
 8.P.1 Extend, represent, analyze, and generalize a variety of patterns with tables, graphs,
words, and, when possible, symbolic expressions. Include arithmetic and geometric
progressions, e.g., compounding.
 8.P.4 Create and use symbolic expressions and relate them to verbal, tabular, and
graphical representations.
 8.P.8 Explain and analyze—both quantitatively and qualitatively, using pictures, graphs,
charts, or equations—how a change in one variable results in a change in another variable
in functional relationships, e.g., C= πd, A= πr2 (A as a function of r), Arectangle=lw
(Arectangle as a function of l and w).
Geometry (p. 64)
 8.G.5 Use a straight-edge, compass, or other tools to formulate and test conjectures, and
to draw geometric figures.
Measurement (p. 65)
 8.M.3 Demonstrate an understanding of the concepts and apply formulas and procedures
for determining measures, including those of area and perimeter/circumference of
parallelograms, trapezoids, and circles. Given the formulas, determine surface area and
volume of rectangular prisms, cylinders, and spheres. Use technology as appropriate.
Data Analysis, Statistics, and Probability (p. 66)
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8.D.2 Select, create, interpret, and utilize various tabular and graphical representations of
data, e.g., circle graphs, Venn diagrams, scatterplots, stem-and-leaf plots, box-and
whisker plots, histograms, tables, and charts. Differentiate between continuous and
discrete data and ways to represent them.
8.D.3 Find, describe, and interpret appropriate measures of central tendency (mean,
median, and mode) and spread (range) that represent a set of data. Use these notions to
compare different sets of data.

Resources:




Connected Mathematics Series
Trudi Hammel Garland’s Fibonacci Fun: Fascinating Activities with Intriguing Numbers
(1997)
Cindy Neuschwander’s Sir Cumference & the Dragon on Pi

Mathematics Outline:

Week One: Greeks and Math- Pi.
Day One- What is a Polygon?
Objective: Students will be able to identify and define polygons and their properties.
Vocabulary:
 polygon
 side
 vertex
 convex
 concave
What are polygons that we see throughout the year? Students will be shown a number of
different examples of polygons. Some examples will be street signs (stop signs, yield signs etc.),
the Pentagon, baseball diamonds, football fields, basketball backboards, and home plate. What
are some of the commonalities between the examples presented? Students will, first individually
and then in groups of four, discover patterns between the examples that are given. Afterwards,
as a class, the students will generate their own definition of a polygon based on the information
that they currently have. Once the students have a working definition a polygon, students will be
shown more examples of polygons that may not be so recognizable. These next polygons will
have concave sides. Students will be asked to determine whether or not these examples would
be classified as polygons and why. They will then be asked if they would like to alter their
definition in any way. Teacher will fill in any gaps in the definition.
Day Two and Three- Discovery of Pi (π) Activity.
Our students have been dealing with different types of circles their entire lives. From teething
rings as babies to hula hoops as children to the round keypad on their iPods as teens, circles are a
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part of their everyday life whether they recognize it or not. They eat circles for dinner, put them
in their eyes to help make things clearer, and ride to school on them everyday. On Day One, my
students will discover an approximation of Pi on their own because it has been proven that
students learn better through discovery rather than being told about formulas and then simply
plug in numbers for the variables. On Day Two, through the use of Geometer’s Sketchpad and
by measuring common circles found in their everyday lives, students will be able to discover an
approximation of Pi with hands-on and computer activities and, in turn, develop and build upon
their mathematical skills.
Circle Handout
Name:
Group Members:
Date:
Circles: What are they and how are they measured?
1. Define a circle. Provide some examples.

2. The following are geometrical terms related to circles and other shapes. First define them and
then draw examples for each one.
a. Perimeter:

-What is the name of the circle’s perimeter?

b. Area:

c. Diameter:
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d. Radius:

Write down anything else that you know about circles or want to know about circles.

3. Now that you have done created some great definitions and examples, you are going to work
with the five different circular objects that your group has following each of the steps below.
Step #1: In the chart below, first record each of the objects names in the first column.
Step #2: With the ruler, measure each of the objects’ diameter and record in the second column
in the chart.
Step #3: Take the string and the magic marker. Wrap the string around the outside of the circle
and mark with the marker where the string meets. Then take the string and measure it with the
ruler. Record the data in the third column in the chart.

Circle’s Name

Diameter
(in centimeters)

Circumference
(in centimeters)

4. Now, let’s play with Geometer’s Sketchpad. Follow the steps below and make sure to record
all of your data along the way.
Step #1: Locate the toolbar on the right side of the screen. The third button down is what you
will be using to construct five circles.
Step #2: Using the construct circle tool, draw one circle on the blank Sketchpad.
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Step #3: Locate “Measure” on the toolbar at the top of the screen. There are two functions there
that you will be using, “Circumference” and “Radius.” Calculate both of these and record them
in the chart below.
Step #4: After you have recorded the measurements for the first circle, locate “File” on the top
toolbar and choose “New Sketch.” Repeat steps 2-4 until you have filled the chart below.

Circle

Radius
(in centimeters)

Diameter
(in centimeters)

Circumference
(in centimeters)

1
2
3
4
5
5. Now you have recorded all of the information from measuring the five circles on you own
and from using Geometer’s Sketchpad to measure the five circles you created with the software,
and it is time for you see if a pattern or relationship exists between the diameter of a circle and its
circumference. Use the space below to see if there are any patterns that develop. Test any
conjectures that you come up with to prove that they are true. Record any ideas that you try and
explain your thoughts behind them.
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Day Four: Who is the famous Greek mathematician associated with the discovery of
Pi?
Day four will be team taught by the history and math teacher. This day will focus on
Archimedes, who will introduce the connection between ancient Greece and
mathematics. Students will be shown the PowerPoint presentation on the life of
Archimedes and his impact on, or “power over,” the world of mathematics.
Day Five, Six, and Seven: Application of Pi.
Students will be read Cindy Neuschwander’s Sir Cumference & the Dragon on Pi book at
the start of class. The book is part of a series of five books that incorporate mathematical
concepts through picture books. This particular book covers the mathematical concepts
of geometry, symmetry, circumference, Pi, measurement, diameter, and radius. Students
will then be working with the Covering and Surrounding selection from Connected
Mathematics series for the remainder of the three days in order to further their
understanding and application of Pi.
Day Eight: Assessment of Pi.
Students will be assessed on a daily basis through homework, participation, and class
work throughout the entire unit. In addition, students will be formally assessed as on day
eight.
Week Two and Three: Greeks and Math- Phi.
Day Nine: Fibonacci and Fibonacci Sequence Activities..
While Italian and not Greek, Fibonacci had a huge influence on mathematics. On this
day, students will be introduced to Fibonacci and his work through a PowerPoint
presentation that the teacher has created. Students will work to discover the numbers in
the Fibonacci sequence. Activities will include Fibonacci Figuring, Sorting Sequences,
Sum Fun!, and Crawling Critters from Trudi Hammel Garland’s Fibonacci Fun:
Fascinating Activities with Intriguing Numbers (1997).
Day Ten: Fibonacci and the Golden Ratio (Phi).
Students will be able to answer the question “How is the Fibonacci sequence related to
the Golden Ratio (Phi)?” Students will be given the formula for Phi, which is Phi=
(1±√5)/2 and will be asked to figure out the pattern between the two with the hint that the
first two numbers in the sequence (1 and 1) should be skipped in looking for the pattern.
Source: http://goldennumber.net/
Day Eleven and Twelve: Golden Ratio and Beauty.
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After learning about beauty and power in English, students will learn how most people
determine and judge beauty. Interestingly enough, the people and items whose
dimensions are closer to the Golden Ratio are considered to be more beautiful. This will
first become evident in the activity Rectangle Beauty Contest found in Garland’s
Fibonacci Fun: Fascinating Activities with Intriguing Numbers (1997). This activity asks
students to poll each other on which rectangle the find most “appealing” by asking,
“Which is your favorite rectangle?” After students have gathered their data, they will
graph their findings to see which rectangle was appealing to the majority of the students
in the class. One of the rectangles in the group is a golden rectangle, meaning that the
ratio of the length to the width is the Golden Ratio. Most often that rectangle is picked,
thus proving that most people find things that are created with the Golden Ratio are more
beautiful. As an expansion, students will be asked to survey fifteen more people outside
of the class, with the understanding that each person can only be asked once, that all
names and choices should be recorded, and that all data will then be brought back to class
the following day to see if hypothesis holds true.
The Golden Ratio is not only found in objects, but also in the human body. The ratio can
be found in people’s faces, teeth, arms, and hands. The students will be shown a
presentation that will show the ratios in real life and then they will be asked to measure
themselves to see how close their bodies are to the Golden Ratio. A discussion will
follow that will ask students to look at data of whose features are closer to the ratio and
how they fit in to the social realm. Most people that are popular are also beautiful, which
means that they have more power (or influence). While it may be a touchy subject, it
could shed some artificial light on why someone is more popular than someone else.
This should continue the conversation of power and beauty from English.

Day Thirteen: The Golden Ratio in Ancient Structures and Nature.
The Golden Ratio can be tied to both the Parthenon of Greece and the Great Pyramids of
Egypt. They can be seen in the ratio of the base and height of the right triangles that form
the pyramids and in the structures length and width of the Parthenon and in the triangles
that form its peaks. The Greeks considered Phi to be an idyllic ratio and designed not
only their buildings by it, but also their sculptures. They chose Phi because they could
see the ratio in beauty and in nature. Building on the prior knowledge of the relationship
between Phi and the Fibonacci sequence, the students will be shown examples of the
Fibonacci sequence in nature. Students will be asked to complete the Prickly Pinecones
activity from Garland’s Fibonacci Fun: Fascinating Activities with Intriguing Numbers
(1997). The activity will allow the students to see first hand the connection between the
Golden Ratio, Fibonacci sequence, and nature.
Source: http://goldennumber.net/
Week Three and Four: Garbage and People.
Day Fourteen: How much garbage?
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Students will be given data of how much garbage is generated every year in the United
States and in Massachusetts. Students will then be asked to create their own visual
representations of the data from the US or from Massachusetts, provide their own x and
y-axis distributions, and then present the depictions to the class. Students will begin to
see how there are different ways to graph data and how the same data can look different
depending on how you choose to graph it. Students will discuss how this can be used to
someone’s advantage and in what circumstances someone might want to manipulate the
data is presented in order to show one thing or another.
Students will be asked to keep track of how many bags of garbage their households
generate over the weekend. Students will also keep track of how many recyclables are
generated and whether or not they are recycled or thrown away. They will also find out
what recycling projects are available in their communities, how long recycling has been
available, and how much it costs to participate.
Sources:
http://www.epa.gov/msw/facts.htm
http://www.mass.gov/dep/recycle/priorities/05swdata.pdf
http://www.epa.gov/msw/msw99.htm
Paul Jablon (2007)
Day Fifteen: Mean, Median, or Mode. Does it make a difference?
Students will present their findings on how much garbage/recyclables their household
generated over the weekend. As a class, the students’ data will be graphed. Afterwards,
the students will be broken up into groups of four, asked to find the mean, median, and
mode of the data and to decide as a group which measure of central tendency most
accurately represents the class’ data and why.
Why is this important? Students will be asked to graph a list of grades for students from
one entire grade. Students will be asked again to calculate mean, median, and mode of
the data and to decide as a group which measure of central tendency most accurately
represents the class’ data and why. With this new set of data, the students will more
easily realize how providing only one measure of central tendency can misrepresent what
is actually occurring. For example, if one says that the grade’s average is a B+, it does
not tell you where the bulk of the students fall in the grading scale. There could be many
students with As and many students with Ds or there could be the majority of the students
failing in the B range etc. Students will able to see this difference and its importance by
the end of the period.
Source: Paul Jablon (2007)
Day Sixteen: Visit to the City Dump. (co-taught with science)
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In order to provide more time for the field trip and to provide a concrete process by
which the students can relate the data that they are learning in math, the students will take
both the math and science class time to go to visit the city dump. Students will write
down all data that is given while we are at the dump to be used in discussion on day
seventeen. Examples of some of the data are the amount of garbage collected each day or
how many households participate in the garbage collection for this dump. See science for
further description.
Day Seventeen: Local Statistics v. State Statistics v. National Statistics.
Students will use the data that they collected during their field trip to the city dump to
create graphs. They will then look at how our local statistics compare at the national and
even state level. Students will discuss why they think the statistics are different or similar
from one another.
Day Eighteen: Data, Measures of Central Tendency, and Representations cont’d...
The students will continue to work with more data from the EPA website on recycling.
They will also work with a program created by the EPA that teaches students more about
recycling and cleaning up polluted areas. The program is found online at
http://www.epa.gov/recyclecity/.
Source:
http://www.epa.gov/recyclecity/
http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/non-hw/muncpl/reduce.htm

Day Nineteen and Twenty: A Walk in the Local Park. (co-taught with science)
One day nineteen, the students will walk to the local park. Students will be instructed
before leaving that they are not to pick up any litter at any time without wearing
protective gloves and that they should stay clear of broken glass or any other potentially
dangerous items they may encounter. On the way there, students will be broken up into
pairs. In these pairs, one student will pick up the litter that they see along the way using
protective gloves and a paper/plastic bag and the other student will record how much and
what kinds of litter they gather. At the park, the students will discuss what they gathered
on the way over. Afterwards, the students will make their way around the park and pick
up any litter that they see in 30 minutes.
Once back at the classroom, students will spread a tarp out on the floor, count the number
of bags that were collected, empty the contents of the garbage bags onto the tarp, and
comment about what they see. Students will then sort out the garbage. Possible sorting
ideas for students to consider: biodegradable or non-biodegradable, plastic, metal, or
paper, litter produced by students or litter produced by other people, or reducible,
reusable, or recyclable.
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Mathematical Discussion: Students will look at the ratio of recyclable v. non-recyclable
materials. They will also add up the categories and create a histogram with the garbage
collected. With this graph, the students will be able to discover what is the modal
garbage substance and will discuss why they think that this is the most common type of
litter. Students will also look at how much garbage was collected and look at how much
could be collected over the course of the year.
Science Discussion: The students will discuss the piles made and the impact that garbage
can make. The students will answer questions like: What kinds of damage to the
environment does garbage cause? What effect does litter have on living things? What
are some of the long-term consequences of litter and garbage? What can we do to help?
On day twenty, the students will revisit the park and repeat yesterday’s activities and
discussions. Students will look at how much litter accumulated over the course of a 24hour period. Students will hypothesize how much litter could gather in the park over the
course of a week, month, or year. They will discuss ways in which they could help
reduce litter in the park, e.g. are there any garbage or recycle bins in the area or are there
any signs that are posted with slogans like “Help keep our park clean.”
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History
Overview:
There are many reasons why the societies of Ancient Egypt and Greece are so interesting.
In our case, the governments, judicial systems, and social structures found within these
societies are of particular interest because of the unique connections they have to our
current society here in present time United States. Furthermore, these connections center
around each society’s struggle to find a balance between “power over vs. power within”,
which is our theme for this ITU. Just as we do in here in the United States, Ancient
Egypt and Ancient Greece, used their governments, judicial systems and social structures
to give their citizens the amount of power that was deemed fit. Like the United States,
Ancient Egypt and Greece believed they had successfully given their citizens the proper
amount of power and in turn created the most ideal living situation. The
accomplishments of each society make an argument to these claims.
After investigating these societies and accomplishments students will have the
information necessary to calculate their opinions on each society. However, the essence
of this History unit is revealed when students begin to experience, first hand, what living
in both of these societies would have been like. Students will use different degrees of
Democracy to guide various class activities. Through these activities, students will
expose the differences between life in Ancient Egypt, Greece and present time United
States. Students will debunk the common perception that the United Stated based their
Democracy off of the Greeks, as they reveal the distinct connections between Ancient
Egypt and the United States. This breakthrough will challenge students on how they
interpret Democracy and specifically, it will challenge students to question what type of
Democracy we have in the United States. Students will learn that the Democracy of the
United States is not exactly the same as the Democracy in Greece. Greece created a
Direct Democracy and the United States have a Representative Democracy.
Students will evaluate “the power of the individual” versus “the power of the
group” within these two types of Democracies. Furthermore, students will experience
using both types of Democracies in order to run certain activities within the class. These
activities will make the abstract terms of Direct and Representative Democracies more
tangible for students. With this knowledge, students will be able to evaluate the power of
the individual versus the power of the group (power within vs. power over) in the
societies of Ancient Egypt and Greece and in present time United States.

Massachusetts Frameworks:
History and Geography
2. Use correctly the words or abbreviations for identifying time periods or dates in
historical narratives (decade, age, era, century, millennium, AD/CE, BC/BCE, c., and
circa). Identify in BC/BCE dates the higher number as indicating the older year (that is,
3000 BC/BCE is earlier than 2000 BC/BCE
5. Identify multiple causes and effects when explaining historical events
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6. Describe ways of interpreting archaeological evidence from societies leaving no
written records

Egypt
7.13 Describe the kinds of evidence that have been used by archaeologists and historians
to draw conclusions about the social and economic characteristics of Ancient Nubia (the
Kingdom of Kush) and their relationship to the social and economic characteristics of
Ancient Egypt.
7.14 Describe the role of the pharaoh as god/king, the concept of dynasties, the
importance of at least one Egyptian ruler, the relationship of pharaohs to peasants, and
the role of slaves in ancient Egypt.
7.16 Summarize important achievements of Egyptian civilization.
monumental architecture and art such as the Pyramids hieroglyphic writing

Greece
7.26 Explain why the government of ancient Athens is considered the beginning of
democracy and explain the democratic political concepts developed in ancient Greece.
7.28 Describe the status of women and the functions of slaves in ancient Athens
7.31 Describe the rise of Alexander the Great and the spread of Greek culture

History Outline
Week One
The opening activity will be Our Rules and Rights. This will give students an
opportunity to connect to our theme of power over vs. power with on a personal level.
Students will be able to see how the rules and rights of the United States society effect
them. Therefore students will hopefully become more interested and invested in studying
about the various possibilities of governments that societies can create for its citizens.
The next activity in the schedule will be the Newspaper Unfold/Fold Back. This is
intended to continue growing the students interest in our theme and provide more places
for personal connections. It is also provides students with the opportunity to practice the
teamwork skills necessary for other aspects of this ITU.
Day One
Begin Our Rights and Laws activity.
Prep students on goals for activity
 Investigate various United States judicial laws and rights
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Conduct Internet research and notation
Cooperatively participate in a tabletop discussion



Introduce schedule of events: students break for research, focus on one “issue”,
reconvene at tables, discuss findings
Present mini-lesson on Internet information citation regulations
Students begin Internet research




Day Two
Conclude activity
 Next day, students refresh and conclude Internet research
 Students gather at their tables to begin a “table group discussion” (when they discuss
an issue with the people who make up their desk group areas)
 Reconvene as a class to have a concluding, class discussion about what each table
discovered. Chart student answers
 End with group discussion about likes/dislikes about activity
Day Three
Begin Newspaper activity
 Goals:
 Gain proficiency for reading a newspaper (take paper in packaged form, deconstruct
to find desired article, read article and replace newspaper to original form)
 Investigate current issues in the news (world, local or “other”)
 Cooperatively participate in group discussions
 Practice public speaking




On the first day of this activity students will work at their tables, with their “table
group” (4 or six different table groups). Each table will be given a complete
newspaper from one day of the previous week (there will be four to five different
newspapers). The teacher will give a mini-lesson on aspects of reading a newspaper.
For example, stories stop at one place and begin in another, most of the time on
another page entirely. Also, there are different sections, like chapters in a book that
cover different themes.
The teacher will explain that over the next three days students will do multiple things.
First share the newspaper among their table group so that they each read different
sections of the newspaper. Secondly, students will individually, choose a story that
reminds them of one of one of our themes (power over vs. power with. or what is a
Democracy, are there different kinds?). Thirdly, at their table groups, students will
take turns discussing what story struck them with interest.

Day Four
On the second day, tables will revisit their discussions and then pair up with another
table. Once “table group pairs” have been made, each group will explain their news to
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each other. Students will be reminded to pay attention to the other groups news, because
they will be responsible for remembering something about it, later in the activity.
Day Five
On the third day the “table group pairs” will revisit and summarize very briefly and then
split off creating two new “table group pairs”. These new group pairs will be responsible
for sharing the interesting news they encountered and the interesting news the other
group encountered. This way each table group gets to work with multiple other groups
and also becomes informed of five days of news.
Reflection on the activity, and group discussions should bring closure to this section.

Week Two
During this week students will have three days of lectures that explain various aspects of
Ancient Egypt. These lectures will include different Pharaohs, the Egyptian judicial
system, Egyptian taxation and Egyptian achievements such as the Pyramids. These
lectures are intended to present the necessary information to students so that they can use
the activities to their utmost potential and connect the similarities and differences of each
society.
After the lectures, the class will begin the activity to wrap up our focus on Ancient Egypt.
This is called the Supreme Court Cases Activity. This activity makes the connection
between Ancient Egyptian government and present time United States Democracy, which
is a sub-theme of our unit. It also allows students to practice conducting in class
simulations, a skill that will have continued importance in our ITU. After learning about
how similar both judicial systems are, students will have a chance to experience how the
carry over of ideas has effected the judicial system they live with.
Day One
Present lecture on various Pharaohs.
Akhenaten and Ramses II.

This will include Hatshepsut, Thutmose III,

Day Two
Present lecture on Egyptian judicial system and taxation system.
Day Three
Present lecture on Egyptian achievements.
Connection with Math: How were these Pyramids built?
necessary?
Day Four
Begin Supreme Court Case Activity. Introduce goals:
 Investigate summaries of decisive Supreme Court Cases
 Cooperatively participate in group discussion
 Practice an active class simulation

What math skills were
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Familiarize themselves with Democracy and judicial procedures in present time
United States
Arrange students into “think-pair-share” pairs and read long list of decisive SC cases.
Assign each pair their case and pass out the respective case summaries.
Students will read their case individually and then perform think-pair-share activity.
Pairs will be instructed to keep the cases they’ve discussed a secret from their other
classmates, because the cases will be important for the next part of the activity

Day Five
 The teacher will organize the class into an entire class discussion about which case to
reenact. The teacher will explain that the organization will take place using
Democratic procedures found within present time United States.
 While students are sitting at their table groups, the teacher will elect a representative
from each group. The teacher will explain that normally this “election” process
would be more in depth, but for time purposes, the teacher is going to select the
representative {hint that this could be a lesson in United States Democracy in of
itself, some people are denied the vote in the United States}.
 Teacher will list and provide brief summary of the possible options of SC cases to be
used for simulation. Each table will have a chance to discuss options briefly, but only
representative able to vote for choice. The case that receives the most votes (possibly
only two votes received as there will only be three case options
 Teacher will lead discussion about fairness/unfairness of how the class decided what
case to focus on. Teacher will record student thought on chart paper.
 Teacher will brief students on summary of case.

Week Three
During this week, students will wrap up their focus on Ancient Egypt and switch focus to
Ancient Greece. Students will enter the world of Ancient Greece with another three days
of mini lessons. These lessons will include breakdowns of the history of government in
Greece, the origination of Democracy, Cleisthenes, the workings of Greek Democracy
and the concept of a Representative Democracy. Other aspects that will be studied are
the “accomplishments” of Ancient Greece. These come in the forms of astronomy,
playwriting, architecture and philosophy. Individuals such as Socrates, Plato, Aristotle,
Archimedes and others merit study. Finally, an investigation of Alexander The Great
would be very worthwhile for this ITU. His connection to Greek history as well as his
“power with” (he allowed many of the societies he took over and claimed for Greece, to
continue with their traditional way of life) style of conquer make him and his actions
applicable with our ITU.
Day One
Conclude Supreme Court Case Activity.
 On the third day, students will refresh main points of case. Then the teacher will
delegate roles for students. Next, students will hold a simulation, a reenactment of
the case hearings with lawyers for both sides, judges and audience members. The
judges will vote and a majority decision will be reveled to the class.
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The teacher will then reveal how the case turned out in real life and what the
repercussions where.
We will conclude with a discussion about what worked and did not work in the
simulation. We will chart our answers.

Day Two
Begin Greece lectures. Start off with interesting individuals and achievements.
Day Three
Continue Greece lectures with a study of Alexander The Great.
Day Four
Finish Greece lectures with a breakdown of Greek Democracy (how it started, how it
worked).
Day Five
Begin final activity.
 Introduce goals of activity
 Conduct Internet research and notation
 Cooperatively participate in a representative democracy simulation where they will
 Brainstorm and discuss class issues
 Debate the different issues that arise
 Vote to change procedure(s) or aspect(s) of class; either add something or take away
something
 Research a United States Presidential (or Vice Presidential) candidate
 Cooperatively participate in a class debate over the strongest candidate
 Cooperatively participate in a Representative Democracy election of the class favorite
for President
 Make connections between our theme (Power Over vs. Power With) and different
forms of Democracy
 Refresh students about the Representative Democracy used in Ancient Greece.
Explain that students will be using this type of democracy throughout the concluding
activity.
 Introduce that first “session” simulation will focus on the upcoming Presidential
election. Explain that the class will be holding a mock election, however, they will be
using representative (direct) democracy instead of the democracy used in the United
States. Students will be assigned nominees to research.
 Students will begin research on assigned candidate.
Week Four
The final week of this unit will be the continuation of the six-day Direct Democracy
activity. This will allow students to create a Direct Democracy within their class and use
it to discuss and solve issues within their classroom community and the community at
large. Students will experience the benefits and hold ups that are found within a Direct
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Democracy. Compared to their classroom experience of a traditional Democracy,
students will be able to conclude what type of government is ideal for them individually.
Day One
 Students will conclude research and review their findings.
 The teacher will facilitate an in class debate over who should be President. Students
will be required to rally and fight for “their” candidate.
 The class will vote who they think should be President, and their second favorite
(who they think should be Vice President), in order to judge how convincing the other
arguments had been
 Results will be disclosed.
 Next, students will be able to have a second debate on the same issue, but this time
students can rally for their personal choice for President. Votes will be taken and
results will be given.
Day Two
 Students will practice working in a large group (using Direct Democracy standards)
in a summit simulation.
 Students will have time to brainstorm about an issue they know about that is going on
in their neighborhood, their state, their country or the world. Each student will reveal
the issue they want to work on to the class. The class will vote on the two most
important issues to discuss (reasonably, one will be their own and the other someone
else’s). Each student’s vote will count as much as the others (Direct Democracy) and
the two top vote receivers will be the issues discussed in class.
 The class will discuss the two issue and what they want to seen “done” to help fix
those issue. The class will then vote. The most voted for procedure will be adopted
for action
Day Three
 Students will be informed that they will continue with the theme of Direct Democracy
and power over vs. power with, but now apply it to their own class.
 Students will be asked to individually brainstorm and record the things they like
about the class community and the things they do not like. Students will write their
thoughts down and place them into a suggestions box
 The teacher will read each of the class issues to the group and students will be asked
to write down the three that they would most likely wish to discuss. Students’ place
votes in the suggestion box.
 The teacher tallies the votes and reveals the three issues that will be “on the table” for
tomorrow’s session.
 Students have the rest of the day to individually brainstorm about what they would
like to have happen with the three issues on the table.
Day Four
 Students will review their positions on each of the three class issues.
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The teacher will facilitate a safe debate over each issue separately. Students will
voice opinions and suggestions for improvement
Teacher will bring in elements of Greek democracy. They used a water clock to
make sure people didn’t debate too long and, they had a requirement for a minimum
amount of people to be present in order to give the group legitimate power
Students will be asked to “sleep on it” and be ready to vote on the three issues in the
morning

Day Five
 Students will make final statements on issues and then students will vote for what
they wish to have happen. Students will place their votes in the suggestion box.
 The teacher will tally the votes. If the requirement (predetermined) is met, the
suggestion with the most votes for each three-class issues will be formally adopted
into the fabric of the class. The students will be given the possibility of creating real
change within their community, if they can comply with the rules of their Direct
Democracy.
 We will conclude with a class evaluation on this activity and the entire unit as a
whole. Thoughts will be recorded on chart paper.
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Science
Overview:
During the course of this unit, students will examine the relationship between organisms
and their environment. Students will investigate the components of an ecosystem and
experience how a small change can create much larger changes. The class will also study
the importance and interdependence of each role within an ecosystem. Through a number
of observations and projects, students will see how organisms work together to survive
and flourish. Students will then discover the larger role that they play within their own
ecosystem. They will examine the changes that they can make to improve their own
environment and experience how working together can produce a positive impact.
Massachusetts Frameworks:
Life Sciences (Biology), Grades 6-8, Living Things and their Environment, 13. Give
examples of ways in which organisms interact and have different functions within an
ecosystem that enable the ecosystem to survive.
Life Sciences (Biology), Grades 6-8, Living Things and their Environment, 14. Explain
the roles and relationships among producers, consumers, and decomposers in the process
of energy transfer in a food web.
Life Sciences (Biology), Grades 6-8, Living Things and their Environment, 15. Explain
how dead plants and animals are broken down by other living organisms and how this
process contributes to the system as a whole.
Life Sciences (Biology), Grades 6-8, Living Things and their Environment, 16. Explain
how dead plants and animals are broken down by other living organisms and how this
process contributes to the system as a whole.
Life Sciences (Biology), Grades 6-8, Changes in Ecosystems Over Time, 17. Identify
ways in which ecosystems have changed throughout geologic time in response to
physical conditions, interactions among organisms, and the actions of humans. Describe
how changes may be catastrophes such as volcanic eruptions or ice storms.

Science Outline:
Week One: Introduction to Ecosystems
Vocabulary:
· Ecosystem, Population, Community, Habitat, Abiotic, Biotic
Lab:
· Ecological Survey (http://www.sasked.gov.sk.ca/docs/midlsci/gr6ucmsc.html)
Habits of Mind:
· Be curious
· Keep records of investigations
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· Know why it is important to keep accurate records
Process Skills:
· Predicting
· Observing
· Collecting data
Day One:
· Ask the students how the school runs. What does the school need to make it a
functioning school? What if there were no students? Could the school function without
any students to teach?
· In small groups, give students 5 minutes to make a list of what makes up the
school.
· Have the groups come back and discuss as a whole class. Add in other
components as they are suggested. Did students remember to include the nonliving
aspects (i.e. desks, lockers, books, signs, etc.) of the school? Introduce the definitions for
biotic and abiotic.
· When the school has been “defined,” present the definition for an ecosystem.
Ask students if they can give examples of some other types of ecosystems.
Day Two:
· Explain to students that they are going to go outside to the wooded area behind
the school. Each group will make a 5x5 foot area to examine. By themselves, have them
make a list of everything they expect to find and/or see in their areas.
· Review rules and safety precautions before going outside. Students will be very
aware that they are to leave their plots the way they found them. Students will not be
allowed to dig holes, collect specimens, or disrupt the area in any unnecessary way.
· Bring class outside and have them measure their 5x5 plots. Mark each area with
stakes and string.
· Groups should carefully examine their areas using magnifying glasses, small
garden tools, or other equipment and fill in the “Ecological Survey” worksheets.
Day Three:
· Discuss the findings from the day before. What did the students see? Did they
observe anything surprising? Have the class make a list of the biotic and abiotic factors
that they observed.
· Have students go outside to examine their plots again and fill out a new
“Ecological Survey” worksheet.
Day Four:
· Discuss the findings from the day before and compare the two days. Did
anything change? What was the same?
· Was there more than one of each organism? Make a list of those organisms
suggested by students. Introduce the word “population.” Where have they heard the word
population used before? Are they part of a population? Can they think of any other
populations?
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· Looking at the list ask students if these are these all the populations they
observed in their plots. Add any more if necessary. When completed, introduce the
concept of “community.” Ask the students if they are part of a community. Are they part
of many different communities?
· Have students go outside to examine their plots again and fill out a new
“Ecological Survey” worksheet.
Day Five:
· Discuss the past three days worth of observations. Has anything changed? Has
the weather played a role if anything has changed?
· Talk about the last two questions on the “Ecological Survey” worksheet. What
organisms did they think were likely to visit the area? Why would other organisms want
to visit? Are there any biotic or abiotic factors that would make another organism want to
go to that particular area? Steer the students towards understanding that an animal needs
food, water, space, and shelter.
· Discuss one of the organisms, such as a salamander, that was found every day by
at least one group. (In the forests of Massachusetts, a salamander is more than likely to be
found by a student. Otherwise choose another organism such as a beetle, centipede, or
slug). In groups, have the students discuss why they think the salamander was always
there. What resources do salamanders need that is provided by that area in the forest?
Then discuss as a class. Introduce the concept of “habitat” and reinforce the importance
of food, water, space, and shelter.
· Individually, have the students write down what they consider their habitat to be.
Have volunteers share with the class.
Connections:
· Language Arts: Being part of a community.
· Mathematics: Measuring.
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Ecological Survey
Date of Visit:

Temperature:

Time of Visit:
Conditions:

Weather

Draw a rough sketch of your plot:

Describe the vegetation:

List the following:
Organisms found underneath the ground:

Organisms found on the ground:

Organisms found on the vegetation:

Flying organisms likely to visit the area:

Other animals likely to visit the area:

Other comments:
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Week Two: Interactions within Communities, Part One
Vocabulary:
· Limiting Factors, Carrying Capacity
Lab:
· Oh Deer! (http://www.col-ed.org/cur/sci/sci35.txt)
Habits of Mind:
· Offer reasons for findings and consider reasons suggested by others
· Know that often-different explanations can be given for the same evidence
Process Skills:
· Communicating
· Experimenting
Days One- Two:
· Begin with a quick review of last week’s discussion. Make sure students
remember that they concluded that animals need food, water, space, and shelter in order
to survive.
· Play “Oh Deer!” simulation in a large space (cafeteria, gymnasium, or outside).
Mark off two parallel lines about twenty yards apart.
· Explain to students that they are going to simulate deer in their natural habitat.
Have the students count off by fours and then get together in those groups. Tell the
“ones” that they are the deer and they should go behind one line. The other students are
the resources (food, water, space, and shelter) and they should go behind the other line. In
this activity there is enough “space” for all the deer so students will only be simulating
food, water, and shelter.
· The students who are the resources will pick one resource to depict at the start of
every round. Students will represent food by placing hands on their stomachs, water by
placing their hands over their mouths, and shelter by holding their hands over their heads.
Students who are the deer will also choose a resource to look for and will depict their
decision in the same way as the other students. Students may not change their minds once
the game begins.
· Have all the players line up at their respective places with their backs facing the
opposite side. Once they are in position have students decide what resource sign to make.
At the count of three, have students face each other and begin.
· The deer run towards the habitat component they chose and take that student
back to the deer side of the line. Any deer that can not find the resource they were
looking for dies and becomes part of the resource side.
· Record the numbers for each round.
· Each round represents one year. Play for about 15 rounds.
· Discuss the activity and have students describe what they experienced. Was the
population size consistent? Why or why not?
· Copy the numbers tracked onto the board. Have students make line graphs of the
number of deer alive at the end of each round to show the cyclical pattern.
· Have students try to predict was occurred during each round according to the
data on the graph. Did one small change make a large difference? Introduce the concept
of carrying capacity.
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Days Three – Four:
· Summarize results from previous two classes. Individually, see if students think
of any other factors that could effect the deer population. Then have students share their
ideas with the class. Guide them towards the ideas of drought, fire, deforestation, hunting,
or other predators. Explain that these are limiting factors.
· Play “Oh Deer!” again, this time introducing the concept of limiting factors.
Have the students decide on one limiting factor to play in this game. If they choose other
predators, begin the game with two students on the sidelines hopping on one foot to
represent wolves. When the wolves catch a deer they take them back to the sidelines and
that deer then become a new wolf.
· Keep track of the deer and wolf populations at the end of every round.
· Have students graph results again, this time using different colors for deer and
wolf populations.
· Discuss the relationship between deer and wolves. Did either side seem to have
some strategies? What happened when the deer/wolves worked together?
· Have students brainstorm together: Why are carrying capacities and limiting
factors important to know? Do we as human beings contribute to limiting factors that
effect our environment? Write down students’ ideas.
Day Five:
· Discuss the results from the past two days and review the limiting factor ideas
written down yesterday.
· Have students get into groups of four. Give each group a worksheet that contains
information about a different population affected by (mostly human-related) limiting
factors. Students will read the information and then create a graphic organizer on poster
board to summarize the following: name of population, natural habitat requirements,
carrying capacity, and limiting factor(s). Then they will brainstorm to come up with
possible solutions to help population thrive.
· Groups will then present information to their classmates.
· After presentations, discuss connections to power with and power over. Are
there laws in place that influence the practicality of any potential solutions? Could we
change that? Why is it important for these populations to survive?
Connections:
· Mathematics: Graphs and charts.

Week Three: Interactions with Communities Part, Two
Vocabulary:
· Food Web/Chain, Producers, Consumers, Decomposers
Labs:
· Food Web (http://www.pbs.org/edens/yellowstone/teach3.html)
· Bottle Biology (www.bottlebiology.org)
Habits of Mind:
· Be not superstitious, realize that nothing happens without a cause
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· View science and technology thoughtfully
Process Skills:
· Communicating
· Making models
· Identifying and controlling variables
Days One - Two:
· Review previous discussions on the school as an ecosystem. Remind students
that without them, the school could not function. Have students give the examples where
the “whole” or the group can not function without a specific aspect (i.e. a pitcher on a
baseball team, the drummer in a band, an actress in a play, etc.). Guide students towards
discussing the Oh Deer! activity. Could the wolves survive without any deer to eat?
· Have students watch the short video “The Living Edens: Yellowstone.” As they
watch they should make a list of any animal, plant, or fungus species mentioned in the
video.
· When the movie is over, compile the list together on the board.
· Have students stand up and spread out in a large circle. Pass out previously made
index cards that have the names of the organisms mentioned in the video. Each student
will receive one card that they will fasten/tape to their shirt.
· Give the student who is the wolf a ball of string. He/she should hold the end of
the string and throw the ball to a student who represents something the wolf needs to
survive or who needs the wolf to survive. The next student does the same, and so forth.
Some students may be used more than once, creating an even more complex web.
· Once the web is complete, begin a discussion (but instruct students to keep hold
of their string). Ask the students who they think the least important organism is. Tell that
student that he/she is now extinct and instruct him/her to drop his/her string. Any
organism that was connected to that student must now also drop their string, as that
organism is no longer part of the ecosystem and can not benefit the students attached to
it.
· Ask students to think of various situations that could change this ecosystem.
What would happen if one of the animal populations dramatically increased? What if
some of the habitat is destroyed? What would happen if pollutants were introduced?
· Have students reflect on the activity as a group. Guide students towards realizing
how an ecosystem is a delicate balance of relationships.
Day Three:
· Review the list of organisms that the class generated from the food web video. If
they had to put them into three categories, how would they do it? In groups of four, ask
them to complete this task. If all group members do not agree, make sure that they
explain why.
· Have groups explain their results to the class. Then discuss as a class. Did
groups have any similar answers? What did the groups base their decisions on? Which
categories make the most sense? Guide students towards categorizing groups according
to how and what the organisms eat.
· Once groups and roles have been finalized, introduce the words producer,
consumer, and decomposer. Review and discuss the groups students created.
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Days Four – Five:
· Now that students have a deeper understanding of ecosystems and the roles the
each organism plays, they are going to build their own eco-column.
· Supplies include: empty soda bottles, clear packing tape, scissors, dirt, rocks,
seeds (beans or otherwise), spider plants, treated water, snails, spiders, duckweed, algae,
water lettuce, elodea, and food for composting.
· Students will design their own terrestrial, or terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems.
Students may use any of the supplies available but must provide examples of producers,
consumers, and decomposers. All eco-columns must also contain at least one area of
compost. Eco-columns must be as self-sustainable as possible.
Connections:
· History: Balance of relationships in a bigger system.
· Art: Creation and design.

Food Web Cards:

Grizzly Bear

Gray Wolves

Elk

Bison

Bald Eagles

Trumpeter
Swans
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Pronghorn
Antelope

Bighorn
Sheep

Mule Deer

River Otter

Cutthroat
Trout

Prairie
Rattlesnake

Vole

Porcupine

Boreal Toads

Army
Cutworm
Moths

Mosquitoes

Ticks
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Grouse
Hortleberry

Horsetails

Whitebark
Pine

Yellow
Monkey
Flower

Earthworms

Morel
Mushrooms

Week Four: Waste and It’s Role in Our Community
Vocabulary:
· Decomposition, Compost, Biodegradable
Field Trips:
· Trip to Town Dump
· Litter Clean-Up Project at Local Park
Lab:
· Continuation of Litter Clean Up Project:
Habits of Mind:
· Look at a matter from many sides before drawing a conclusion
· Seek better reasons for believing something than “everybody knows that” or “I
just know” and discount such reasons when given by others
Process Skills:
· Observing
· Classifying
· Using number relationships

Day One:
· Students will have today to finalize their eco-columns.
· If time allows, students can participate in a gallery tour to see and comment on
the other students’ eco-columns.
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Day Two – Three:
(Trip to Park Co-Taught with Math)
· Discuss the eco-columns further. What happens to the waste products? What role
does the compost play? What do the students expect to see when observing the compost
in their eco-columns? Introduce the definitions for compost and biodegradable.
· Direct the discussion to students’ own lives. What kinds of trash do they throw
out? What happens to that trash? Do the biodegradable materials thrown out have a
chance to biodegrade when trapped inside a plastic garbage bag? How much trash do they
think they throw out a day? A week?
· Students will visit the town dump. While there they should take along their field
journals to comment on the following:
a. Look at the natural ecosystem surrounding the dump. Describe what
you see and record any of the living things that seem to thrive there.
b. Look at the landfill site. Are there any living things thriving here? Do
you think any organisms have moved away from this area since it
became a dump? What other changes do you think could happen here
over time?
c. What kinds of waste do you observe? Could anything have been
reduced, reused, or recycled? What materials are biodegradable? Do
you see anything in the process of biodegrading now? Do you see
anything potentially dangerous or hazardous to nearby life?
d. In your own opinion, how much of this garbage is absolutely
necessary?
· On return to the school, have students comment about what they saw and how
they felt and share what they wrote in their journals.
Day Four:
(Co-Taught with Math)
· Have students group into twos and walk to the local park. One student should
have a pen and their field journal ready and the other student should put on the plastic
gloves they are given and have a garbage bag ready. On the way there, students should
observe any litter on the ground. One student in each group should write down how much
and what kinds of litter they observe. The remaining student in the group should collect
the litter.
· At the park, discuss what they saw on the way over. Now take a look around the
park. Armed with garbage bags and plastic gloves, give students 30 minutes to gather as
much garbage as possible. (Students should be warned to leave broken glass and other
potentially dangerous materials alone).
· Back at the classroom, have students spread a tarp out on the floor. Empty the
contents of the garbage bags onto the tarp. Have students comment about what they see.
· Give students gloves and have them sort the garbage. Possible sorting ideas for
students to consider: biodegradable or non-biodegradable, plastic, metal, or paper, litter
produced by students or litter produced by other people, or reducible, reusable, or
recyclable.
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· Discuss the piles the students made and the impact that garbage can make. What
kinds of damage to the environment does garbage cause? What effect does litter have on
living things? What are some of the long-term consequences of litter and garbage? What
can we do to help?
Day Five:
· Students will revisit the park and repeat the previous day’s activities and
discussions.
· Students will look at how much litter accumulated over the course of a 24-hour
period. Students will hypothesize how much litter could gather in the park over the
course of a week, month, or year.
· Have students discuss the reasons they think there is so much litter in the park.
Did they observe any garbage or recycle bins in the area? Are there any signs that are
posted with slogans like “Help keep our park clean?”
· In groups have students brainstorm ways in which they could help reduce litter
in the park.
· Have students share their ideas with the class.
Connections:
· Mathematics: Ratios and estimates.
Waste Project:
At the end of the fourth week, students will be challenged to see which class can
most reduce their waste during lunchtime over the course of the next week. Each class
will have different garbage bags to empty their waste into. At the end of each lunch
period, every garbage bag will be weighed and the amounts will be recorded. The class
that reduces their waste by the greatest amount at the end of the week wins the challenge
and receives a prize.
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Language Arts
Overview:
In the English portion of this unit students will be exploring “Power Over vs.
Power Within” through poetry, novels, journal writing and writing for a purpose. The
novel that will be explored is Star Girl by Jerry Spinelli. This novel is about a girl who is
an outcast because she acts and dresses differently than others. But throughout the story,
the students come to realize how great she is as a person despite her quirky personality
and non-conforming attire. By the end of the book she becomes the schools idol and
teaches her peers how to be themselves and be happy. When reading this book, the
theme of power in cliques, power in nonconformity and conformity and power within an
individual will be looked at.
The class will also be exploring poetry throughout this unit by reading Living
Voices: Multicultural Poetry in the Middle School Classroom by Jaime R. Wood,
Opening a Door: Reading Poetry in the Middle School by Paul B. Janeczko, and
Awakening the Heart: Exploring Poetry in Elementary and Middle School by Georgia
Heard. Throughout this unit there will be small group work such as literature circles,
writing activities and a final group project that will allow students to pick something that
is important to them in their lives and promote change. This will include writing a
persuasive essay, using cooperative learning to develop a presentation and themes and
ideas that were covered in this unit.

Massachusetts Frameworks:
General Standard 8: Understanding a Text
Students will identify the basic facts and main ideas in a text and use them as the basis for
interpretation.
8.23 Use knowledge of genre characteristics to analyze a text
8.24 Interpret mood and tone, and give supporting evidence in a text
8.25 Interpret a character’s traits, emotions, or motivation and give supporting evidence
from a text
General Standard 9: Making Connections
Students will deepen their understanding of a literary or non-literary work by relating it to
its contemporary context or historical background.
9.5 Relate a literary work to artifacts, artistic creations, or historical sites of the period of
its setting.
In addition to this standard students will make text-to-text, text-to-self, and text-to world
connections.
General Standard 11: Theme
Students will identify, analyze, and apply knowledge of theme in a literary work and
provide evidence from the text to support their understanding.
11.4 Analyze and evaluate similar themes across a variety of selections, distinguishing
theme from topic.
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General Standard 12: Fiction
Students will identify, analyze, and apply knowledge of the structure and elements of
fiction and provide evidence from the text to support their understanding.
12.4 Locate and analyze elements of plot and characterization and then use an
understanding of these elements to determine how qualities of the central characters
influence the resolution of the conflict.
General Standard 14: Poetry
Students will identify, analyze, and apply knowledge of the themes, structure and
elements of poetry and provide evidence from the text to support their understanding.
14.4 Respond to and analyze the effects of sound, form, figurative language, and graphics
in order to uncover meaning in poetry.
 Sound
 Figurative Language
 Graphics
General Standard 15: Style and Language
Students will identify and analyze how an author’s words appeal to the senses, create
imagery, suggest mood and set tone and provide evidence from the text to support their
understanding.
15.5 Identify and analyze imagery and figurative language
15.6 Identify and analyze how an author’s use of words creates tone and mood.
General Standard 22: Standard English Conventions
Students will use knowledge of standard English conventions in their writing, revising,
and editing.
22.8 Use knowledge of types of sentences, correct mechanics, correct usage, sentence
structure, and standard English spelling when writing and editing.
General Standard 23: Organizing ideas in writing
Students will organize ideas in writing in a way that makes sense for their purpose.
23.10 Organize information into a coherent essay or report with a thesis statement in the
introduction, transition sentences to link paragraphs, and a conclusion.
Language Arts Outline:
Week One
During week one student’s will explore what “power” is through various ESR activities.
These ESR activities will help students better understand the theme of our unit as well as
the essential question. We will also discuss the field trip and their thoughts on the “Right
to Free Petition” presentation they witnessed.
The ESR activities that will be done during week one are:
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Day One
The Personal Power Package-Students identify the components if personal power and
explore positive and negative uses of power.
Objectives:
 Define “Power”
 Identify several key components of personal power
 Distinguish between positive and negative uses of power
 Define and distinguish between “power over” and “power with”
Day Two
Power Struggles-Student’s analyze a power struggle and explore the concepts of “power
over” vs. “power with” in conflicts.
Objectives:
 Define and distinguish between “power over” and “power with”
 Identify strategies for “dropping the rope” in power struggles
 Explain why no one really wins a power struggle
Day Three
Making Responsible Decisions-Students discuss responsible decision making, then learn
and practice a decision-making method.
Objectives:
 Identify steps in decision making
 Name criteria for determining whether a decision is “responsible”
 Apply steps and criteria to a decision
At the end of each ESR activity there will be a group discussion and then time for private
journal reflection on the topic that was discussed
Day Four
After the ESR activities are completed the two essential questions that are being asked
will be written on chart paper. Students will take what they learned from the ESR
activities and apply it to these questions. Time for brainstorming will take place and then
students will chart their ideas, thoughts, opinions and questions on the chart paper. This
will be our reference to the essential questions throughout this unit. When there is a new
idea or a question was answered it will then get charted.
Day Five
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On the last day of week one a discussion of the field trip will be held. At this time the
student’s thoughts about the field trip will be shared and any question will be answered. I
will ask students to take some time and think about how the ESR activities connect to the
“Right of Free Petition” presentation that they saw. This will be done in their journal.
Then their connections will be charted and a brief explanation of the culminating activity
will be introduced.
Week Two
During week two the novel Star Girl by Jerri Spinelli will be introduced. This novel will
enhance student’s idea of “power in cliques” and “power in individuality.” The essential
questions, “How does having power over vs. power within affect our lives, the lives of
others, our community and our world” and “How does having power promote change”,
will be looked at throughout the novel. Also, the idea of power struggles between an
individual and the rest of a school as well as a power struggle within yourself will be
examined.
Day One
Introduction to Star Girl by Jerri Spinelli. Author information will be provided and read
together as a class. I will provide an anticipation guide for the students to fill, which will
be referred to over the unit. I will also provide the class with journal questions that they
will respond to in their own journals. These questions will set up some themes and ideas
of what the story is about. This will also help them begin to make connections.
Day Two
Review setting and identify the setting of the story. Continue to read the book as a whole
class. Provide vocabulary words that the students will need to figure out the meanings
using context clues from the book. Discuss main points and make predictions of what is
going to happen next in the story.
Day Three
Review what main and minor characters are and have students identify who the main and
minor characters are in the book. Chart the characters. Continue to read the book as a
whole class.
Day Four
Provide students with character maps and have them fill out the maps for the main
characters in the books. Have students chart the characteristics on the chart paper that
was done on day three. Discuss how these qualities affect the book and make the story
more dramatic. Review point of view and have students pick a major character in which
they will write a diary entry, from that characters point of view. Questions will be
provided.
Day Five
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On day five students will make connections between the main character in the book and
their own lives. Specific questions will be charted for them to answer:







Have you ever felt like you were an outcast in your school?
Were you ever treated differently because you dressed or acted different?
In the society that we live in, what is beauty? How does the idealistic
view of beauty affect our lives and cliques in school?
How did this make you feel?
If you could change something in your school regarding social
expectations, what would it be?
From what you have read so far in Star Girl, what kinds have “power”
have you come across?

Throughout the reading of Star Girl graphic organizers, character maps, anticipation
guides, journaling and various connections will be used. Major themes in the book,
which incorporate various kinds of “power”, will be analyzed in whole class discussion
and small group.
Interdisciplinary Connections:
Math-structures being built based on beauty.
History-social power
Week Three
During week three the exploration of Star Girl will continue as well as an introduction to
literature circles and poetry. Literature circles are a great way for cooperative and
inquiry learning. This allows students to work in small group and collaborate their ideas
and findings about the book with one another.
Literature Circles:
Literature circles will take place everyday during week three. Students will be assigned
their literature circle jobs and will then rotate. There will also be time for whole class
discussion and a question and answer session. Each literature circle group will think of a
team name.
Summarizer-write a two paragraph summary of what you just read.
Predictor-write a two paragraph prediction of what you think will happen next in the
book.
Vocabulary Expert-find the definitions of the assigned words either in the dictionary or
in the text using context clues.
Literary Spotter-write down any literary elements you find in the text. These elements
include similes, metaphors, etc.
Connector-write a two paragraph description of either a text-to-text, text-to-self or textto-world connection.
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Discussion Leader-think of six questions that you would like to ask your literature circle
group about what you just read. Make sure you also write down the answers to the
questions.
Poetry:
In the middle of week three I will introduce poetry into the classroom. I would like my
students to find poetry in books that I will provide. These books will be left in the
classroom library and can be used throughout the day. Students will be required to find
one poem a day that they can connect with. This poem should have something to do with
either the essential questions or the theme of “power over vs. power within.” Students
will copy the poem on a separate piece of paper, explain why they picked the poem and
than illustrate or make a collage of what the poem represents. By the end of this unit the
students will have developed a poetry and picture book.
Day One
Introduction to literature circles and literature circle jobs. Assign groups and jobs and
have groups think of a group name. In their groups they will read the next chapter and
then complete their job and have a small group discussion. At the end of class a whole
class discussion will take place and any questions will be answered.
Day Two
Review with the class what climax or the turning point in a story is. They will then break
up into their literature circles. In addition to their job, I will also have them discuss the
climax or turning point in their group. At the end of class a whole class discussion will
take place about the turning point of the story.
Day Three
Introduction to poetry will take place for the first half of the class. Elements of poetry
will be discussed such as mood, tone, and figurative language. Final poetry project and
rubric will be handed out. For the last part of the class students will break up into their
literature circles and a whole class discussion will follow.
Day Four
Students will pick out a poem for their poetry project. Make connections to the poem and
illustrate. Students will then break up into their groups and they will also discuss the
essential questions of the unit and make connections to the book. When we come back as
a whole class these connections will be charted.
Day Five
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Repeat day four. In addition, discuss theme and the difference between stated and
universal theme. The theme of the book will be done in both their groups and as a whole
class.
Connections:
Art-illustrations in poetry book.
History-social power
Week Four
Week four will be the conclusion of the novel as well as the poetry book. All loose ends
will be tied together and a writing assignment will be done to conclude Star Girl.
Day One
Continuing poetry project and literature circles. Discussing the power struggles in Star
Girl and the power to change. Hand out and discuss rubric for final writing assignment.
The topic of this assignment is to write a paper about how you would change your school
so everyone has equal power? For example, how would you resolve cliques, bullying,
and people being outcasted because of differences? All of these questions were themes in
Star Girl and go along with our essential questions of this unit.
Day Two
Continue Poetry project and final literature circle. Brainstorm for paper and tieing in the
essential question. Students will write the first draft for homework..
Day Three
Continue poetry project and discuss the ending of Star Girl. Students will then peer edit
and read first drafts out loud so the students can hear their pieces. Revise first draft for
homework.
Day Four
Conference individual students on their second drafts and continue to work on poetry
projects. Revise second draft for homework.
Day Five
Complete last minute touches on poetry projects and hand them in to the teacher. Go
over any final questions for the writing assignment and give kids time in class to type
their final drafts. Assignments will be handed in at the end of class or by the end of the
day. End the class with a check in about their feelings on the book, writing assignment
and the poetry project.
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Music
Overview:
During the next four weeks the music curriculum will align itself with the seventh
grade ITU. The theme of “power over vs. power within” is a strong mechanism for
learning about different styles of music. With the exception of solo musicians, most
types of music require a harmony between the instruments involved. All instruments are
capable of producing a pleasant sound, but there is something special when multiple
instruments work together in order to produce an array of sounds that can be presented as
one. To illustrate this, we will spend time studying and listening to music produced by
big bands, orchestras and marching bands. Listening to the sounds of the individual
instruments that make up these ensembles alone is a very different experience than
listening to the sound they produce together. The music of a marching band, orchestra or
big band is truly an example of power within.
To provide students with another chance to engage with this theme while studying
music, we will also be spending time studying music that is more familiar to students.
Throughout the history of popular music, musical groups have formed and dismembered.
The Wailers and the Beatles only name a few from the past. Today’s middle school
students have many examples of this in current pop music: NSYNC, Destiny’s Child, Wu
Tang Clan, No Doubt and the Black Eyed Peas only name a few bands that have had
success and eventually decided to “break up”. In some of these cases one individual
stood out from the group and began a solo career after the group separated; Justin
Timberlake, Beyonce, Gwen Stefani, Fergie and RZA are from the previous list of
groups. Studying the different type of music that was produced while the group was
together compared to when it was one solo artist is another example of “power over vs.
power within”.
Massachusetts Frameworks:
PreK–12 STANDARD 8
Concepts of Style, Stylistic Influence, and Stylistic Change
Students will demonstrate their understanding of styles, stylistic influence, and stylistic
change by identifying when and where art works were created, and by analyzing
characteristic features of art works from various historical periods, cultures, and genres.

PreK–12 STANDARD 9
Inventions, Technologies, and the Arts
Students will describe and analyze how performing and visual artists use and have used
materials, inventions, and technologies in their work.
PreK–12 STANDARD 6
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Purposes and Meanings in the Arts
Students will describe the purposes for which works of dance, music, theatre, visual arts,
and architecture were and are created, and, when appropriate, interpret their meanings.
Music Outline:
Week 1
During this week students will be re-introduced to the concept of “power over vs. power
within” and how it is related to music. We will begin our study of music in the
traditional sense. We will look at images and listen to the sounds of various instruments
found within marching bands, big bands and orchestras. We will also listen to the sounds
that each of these bands produces when they play together. Discussions on similarities,
differences and surprises will conclude each listening session.
Week 2
During this week, the class will begin to explore different bands that broke up. We will
listen to the music they made together and the music that individuals made when they
broke up. We will not be studying current music, but music of the teachers choice (this is
to ensure an working example and to expose students to possibly new music). We will
discuss the similarities and differences of both sets of music.

Week 3
During this week we will begin to explore music that students are more likely familiar
with. The list mentioned above will be the base of musicians studied. We will follow the
same format as when we studied bands that the teacher chose to investigate.
In this week we will also begin our final project. Students will be compiling a “mix tape”
(actually a recorded cd) that carries our theme. Students will be instructed to choose a
band that broke up only to have one member go on with a solo career. This should be a
band or artist that the student likes and has some music of (if students do not have any
music of their own, accommodations will be made, itunes, teacher music, etc.). Students
will choose songs that are personal favorites and also songs that are distinctive of the
“group music” and the “solo music”. The intent of these “mix tapes” is to highlight the
similarities or differences between the music made in the group and the music made by
the solo artist. To explain their thinking, students will be required to write liner notes for
each song. These notes will explain who made the music and why it is representative of
that person(s).
Week 4
During this week, students will complete their “mix tape” and liner notes in order to
create an analytical compilation of music and commentary. Students will also present
their “mix tapes” to the class. Choosing one song from the band and the other from the
solo artist, students will explain what they believe the difference is between the two types
of music.
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Connections
English- using descriptive and persuasive language when writing the liner notes
Science- explaining how sound travels in waves
Math- explaining the mathematical language of writing musical notation
History- explore how different music was used as the “soundtrack” for different
historical time periods
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Art
Overview:
Throughout the four weeks of this unit various art pieces will be explored that promote
the theme “Power Over vs. Power Within.” The pieces will be looked at from many
points of view and whole class and small group discussions will take place. One of the
pieces that will be explored is “The Problem We All Live With” by Norman Rockwell.
This painting is about Little Rock Nine, when schools in Arkansas were ending
segregation. In this particular piece the idea of “Power Over vs. Power Within” is
prominent in one power being destroyed by a smaller power coming together to preserve
human rights. At the end of this unit students will be able to engage in their own art by
depicting a power struggle either in their own lives, their community or the world. This
piece can be depicted in any type of medium along with an “artists statement” talking
about the power struggle conveyed.
Massachusetts Frameworks:
PreK–12 STANDARD 6: Purposes and Meanings in the Arts
Students will describe the purposes for which works of dance, music, theatre, visual arts,
and architecture were and are created, and, where appropriate, interpret their meanings.
6.5 Interpret the meanings of artistic works based on evidence from artists’ biographies,
autobiographies, or videotaped or written interviews.
6.6 Describe and analyze examples of art forms that integrate practical functions with
aesthetic concerns.
PreK–12 STANDARD 8: Concepts of Style, Stylistic Influence, and Stylistic Change
Students will demonstrate their understanding of the concepts of style, stylistic influence,
and stylistic change by identifying when and where art works were created and by
analyzing characteristic features of art works from various historical periods, cultures,
and genres.
8.4 Identify American styles and genres of dance, music, theatre, or visual arts and
architecture, describe their sources, trace their evolution, and cite well-known artists
associated with these styles
8.5 Identify and describe characteristic features of genres and styles from a variety of
world cultures and cite well-known artists associated with these styles
PreK–12 STANDARD 10: Interdisciplinary Connections
Students will use knowledge of the arts and cultural resources in the study of the arts,
English language arts, foreign languages, health, history and social science, mathematics,
and science and technology/engineering.
10.1 Integrate knowledge of dance, music, theatre, and visual arts and apply the arts to
learning other disciplines
Outline:
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Week one
During week one various paintings, sculptures and photographs will be looked at and
analyzed. The essential questions of this unit will be compared to the pieces and the
question of why the piece was made will be posed.
Week Two
During week two the continuation of pieces will be explored. Students will break up into
small groups and will each receive an art piece that depicts “power over vs. power
within.” Small groups will discuss the piece and then make connections to their own
lives. A group discussion will take place at the end of class and the small groups will
present their findings. At the end of week two students must identify a power struggle
that they will be depicting.
Week Three
Students will begin to develop their own art pieces of their power struggle using any
medium that they want.
Week Four
Students will complete their art pieces and present them to class on the last day of week
four. These pieces will be displayed at the culminating activity.
Connections:
Language Arts-writing their artist statement
Math-using mathematical equations to develop sculpture and installations.
History-analyzing pieces that apply to major historical events
Science and technology-look at modern day and contemporary pieces. How has
technology influenced art in our culture?
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Week Five:
The Culminating Activity
Objective:
Students will work with other students, teachers, parents, community members,
and town government members to implement a change. Students will see how working
together can create plausible positive change.
Summary:
To culminate the “power over vs. power with” unit, students will join forces to
make improvements on the recycling program in the town. During the last week of the
unit, students will work towards implementing an organic waste bin that will be collected
from town residences and businesses on a biweekly basis. Town citizens will be able to
compost their biodegradable wastes such as grass clippings, leaves, fruits, vegetables,
coffee grounds, and cardboard. The goal of the organic waste bins is to reduce the total
amount of waste that is sent to the town’s landfill.
During the fifth week of the unit, students will gather and create the appropriate
information needed to make a presentation to the town hall. Students will need to:
· Research the current recycling system in use
· Gather current costs and budget information
· Meet with the waste management company to discuss pros and cons
· Research other areas of the country (i.e. San Francisco) and the world (i.e.
Canada, Ireland) where organic waste bins are used
· Research into the environmental benefits of composting
· Calculate costs for running the program
Once enough information is gathered, students need to prepare the presentation. Students
will need to:
· Write a speech
· Prepare visuals
· Delegate speakers, assistants, and other roles
During this final week of the unit, students will work alongside teachers and staff
to infuse the information they have been learning over the past four weeks into a
culminating project. For the most part, classes will be co-taught in order to allow the
students to work on the projects they prefer. There will be activities for everyone to get
involved such as computing mathematic figures, researching, speech writing, and
creating models and/or pictures. During this fifth week we will encourage parents to
volunteer in the classroom to serve as monitors as well as to give students a helping hand.
Parent participation will also need to extend to after school hours as students will need to
make trips to the library, the town hall, and the waste management plant.
At the end of the school day on Friday, students, parents, teachers, and
community members will meet at the town hall to make their speech and proposal to
town committee members. If received well, this project has the potential to continue for
many months. Students could potentially revisit the State House to give their original
presentation and an update on the status of progress in the town in front of a Senator or
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Representative. We would hope that teachers, students, parents, and other townspeople
would continue their support and enthusiasm to see the project completed.

Schedule:
The schedule of week five will depend upon what the students decide to work on,
but a sample of what the schedule could look like is as followed:
Day One: (Co-taught)
· Assembly for students to present Change Projects
· Discussion of goals and objectives for Culminating Project
· Create a student generated “to-do” list for Culminating Project
· Have students pick three things they would like to work on for project
· Delegate roles for initial research and development
Days Two – Four: (Individually and co-taught)
· The language arts class develops questions to ask town’s waste management
company. They then meet with waste management to discuss and go over pros and cons.
The persuasive speech for presentation will also be primarily written in this class.
· The mathematics class gathers current costs for recycling program and work on
sums for the new proposed system.
· The science class researches the benefits the town would experience from
composting. Many of the charts and/or graphs will be created during science class as
well.
· The social studies class researches the pros and cons from other areas where
composting bins have been/are in use. Students would also research the logistics of the
materials needed, such as bins.
Day Five: (All co-taught)
· Students fine-tune the speech for the presentation
· Students finalize visuals, handouts, etc.
· Students prepare for and rehearse presentation
· Presentation at Town Hall later that evening
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General Assessment
This assessment will be used by the entire team to assess the students in their discipline.
When using the same assessment teachers will be able to compare their assessments with
each other at the team meetings that will be held every week.

Consistent
Always
prepared for
class
Participation Always
participates
and Active
and listens
Listening
Understands Always
understands
concepts
concepts
being
being
explained
explained
Always
Engages in
engages in
classroom
classroom
activity
activity
Always has a
Has a
positive
positive
attitude
attitude

Beginning

Often
prepared for
class
Often
participates
and listens
Often
understands
concepts
being
explained
Often
engages in
classroom
activity
Often has a
positive
attitude

Needs
Improvement
Rarely
prepared for
class
Rarely
participates
and listens
Rarely
understands
concepts
being
explained
Rarely
engages in
classroom
activity
Rarely has a
positive
attitude

Always
displays
proper
cooperation

Often
displays
proper
cooperation

Sometimes
prepared for
class
Sometimes
participates
and listens
Sometimes
understands
concepts
being
explained
Sometimes
engages in
classroom
activity
Sometimes
has a
positive
attitude
Sometimes
displays
proper
cooperation

Always is
respectful

Often is
respectful

Sometimes is Rarely is
respectful
respectful

Always puts
forth effort

Often puts
forth effort

Sometimes
puts forth
effort

Preparation

In class
cooperation
with the
teacher and
in small
group
Is respectful
towards
others
Effort

Progressing

Rarely
displays
proper
cooperation

Rarely puts
forth effort
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